Umpire Pre Event Questionnaire ICC U/19 CWC 2012 (Example 1)
Umpire’s Name:

1. Identify three personal umpiring goals for the ICC U/19 CWC tournament that you are working towards
achieving…
a. Officiating on-field in the final of the ICC U19 CWC.
b. Meeting and working with on or off the field with all my selected colleagues and test my communication,
interpersonal and adaptability to various nationalities, cultures and conditions.
c.

Enhance my performance as an international umpire with the ability to become an ICC elite umpire

2. Please outline what you have done in preparation for this tournament…
a. Increase my physical training program with increased pace, more reps, beach training, selective diet,
researched the temperature, review pass match videos, self-assessment, read laws especially those that
pertains to these matches, read regulations, read directives PP, mock throwing, wides, switch hit and
reverse sweep. Research some players looking for patterns of dismissals or no-ball, wides etc.
b. Brainstorm clothing checklist, vaccinations, family finances, family discussions and planning, personal
shopping, acquire work special leave and authorization to travel abroad, visa acquisition, finances for Judy,
arrange payment of bills,
c.

Rest and relaxation, organize spending money
rd

d. Print regulations, appendix 2 & 3, 3 umpire work sheet, prepare bowlers cards,
e. Checked on the electrical plug in Australia (3-Pin Electrical Mains Plug), checked exchange rates (97 cents
to US$1)

f.

Tabulate the difference in time zone of +14 hours to assist with sleep pattern while travelling

3. What do you plan to work on (within your umpiring game) that you would like some specific feedback on
after the tournament?
a. Foot fault no balls, positioning (head over middle stump), decision making process (time consistency),
b.

Interaction with players (too much or too little), enjoyment (appearance),

c.

Match management (whether too strong)
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4. What would you like to get from the pre-tournament workshop and from the umpire coaches during the
tournament to help you most with your umpiring development?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Common understanding of each individual role with emphasis on leadership, accountability, trust
Comprehensive agreement by all on all aspects of regulations and laws that may need discussion
Teamwork and support and the value of it to team success
Face to face comprehensive feedback with attention to fine details
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